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ABSTRACT 

Chemical reactions of metal ions in solution were studied using 800 nm, 90 

femtosecond laser pulses with a laser intensity range beginning at sub-micro-Joules/pulse, 

where the intensities were at or just below supercontinuum generation. Products were 

observed as surface resonance absorptions assignable to Ag, Au nanoparticles (NPs) and 

light scattering, indicating the formation of Pd NPs. The consumption efficiencies of 

metal ions from the Au and Pd ions were estimated to be 10-3 per incident photon. The 

major absorbing species of the laser energy was water, which led to the formation of 

solvated electrons that acted as a reducing agent of metal ions, while direct multi-photon 

dissociation to neutral atoms was unlikely. Metal ion Fe3+and Yb3+ systems are also 

discussed, where Fe3+ to Fe2+ was ascribed to two-photon absorption and Yb3+ to Yb2+ to 

a reduction followed by solvent ionization. 
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1. Introduction 

 

 Metal ion in solutions can be reduced by focused femtosecond laser pulses. This 

method was successfully used for the reduction of Eu3+ to Eu2+ in methanol in 2008.[1] 

In our previous reports, three M3+ (M=Sm, Yb, Fe) ions were changed to their M2+ 

counterparts.[2‒3] The Eu3+, Sm3+, Yb3+ ions are suggested to be reduced by electrons 

produced from water ionization by focused femtosecond pulses. The mechanisms of Fe3+ 

to Fe2+ depended on excitation wavelengths; the same as the above at 1.2 m and two-

photon chemistry at 800 nm. [2‒3] In the case of singly and/or doubly charged ions, they 

seem to develop into nanoparticles (NPs). NP formation using femtosecond pulses has 

been extensively studied, including for NPs of Au [4‒9], Ag [5, 10, 11], Pd [12, 13], and 

others.[14] The NP formation would be initiated by a reduction of charged metal and 

complex ions to neutral atoms by electrons produced by water ionization and/or direct 

multi-photon atomization.[8] These reactions are often accompanied by supercontinuum 

(SC) generation.[1, 3, 9, 11] The M3+ ion reductions and NP formation would have the 

common initial mechanisms. 

These metal ion reductions have raised several important questions that remain to 

be clarified. i) First, what are the major absorbing species in the sample? Because these 

reductions are accomplished using focused femtosecond laser pulses, water is presumably 

ionized by a five-photon absorption. If so, ionic species and surfactants (additives) might 

be a source of electrons and atoms via low order, 2–4 photon absorptions. The simple 

absorption experiments in this paper reveal that water is the major absorption species and 

atomization and/or surfactant ionization via multi-photon absorption makes a minor 

contribution. 
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ii) Second, how efficient are these reductions? In the present study, we successfully 

estimated the initial reduction efficiencies for the formation of NPs based on the spectral 

changes of metal ions. We found that the efficiencies were relatively low, which leads to 

the following question.   

iii) Third, what are the competing reactions for the initial reductions? We consider that 

electron quenching reactions by the electrons themselves and/or OH• radicals are the most 

probable candidates. High electron density states would be generated, leading to efficient 

electron quenching reactions and, as a result, low reduction efficiencies. These high 

electron density states—i.e., weak plasma states—would be generated in a small volume 

when using focused femtosecond pulses due to water absorption/ionization, accompanied 

by SC generation.[15, 16]  

To resolve these questions and clarify the underlying mechanisms, a low energy 

femtosecond laser pulse would be preferable. In this paper, the formation of NPs was 

observed using pulses in the energy range of micro-Joules, which to our knowledge is the 

lowest range shown to form NPs, and is the same energy range at which M3+ reduction 

occurs accompanied by SC generation.[3] In previous reports, formation of NPs was 

accomplished using pulses with rather high energy of 0.3‒0.5 milli-Joules/pulse with a 

duration of 30‒130 fs.[4, 6, 7, 9‒14] This sub-milli-Joule laser irradiation condition is 

known as the strong optical breakdown (SOB) condition.[5] An optical breakdown (OB) 

of the medium generates vigorous plasma conditions with bubble formation. High laser 

intensity conditions of SOB would involve many active species. [17] Low-optical-

breakdown (LOB) conditions would have been recommended.[5] In another study 

performed for the purpose under LOB conditions, femtosecond pulses were elongated to 
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36 ps to suppress peak intensities.[8] In this paper, we observed the formation of NPs by 

measuring the absorption and scattering of the sample solutions, and estimated the 

consumption efficiencies. Finally, based on our results, we discuss the reduction 

mechanisms in the region of LOB conditions.  
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2. Experimental 

 

The sample solutions had a volume of 0.4 cm3 in a 5 (width) ×10 (depth) mm2 

glass cell. The femtosecond laser beam was introduced in the direction of 10 mm depth, 

and absorption of the solution was measured with a path length of 10 mm after typically 

30 min irradiation. The laser with a mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator, and the pulse 

shape and power measurement systems were the same as those used previously.[18] The 

output of the amplifier (1.9 W, 90-100 fs fwhm, 1 kHz, 800 nm, 1/e2 width of 12 mm) 

was reflected by wedged plates and thereby weakened to a micro-Joules (J)/pulse level. 

A plano-convex lens with a focal length of 230 mm was used to focus the laser beam into 

a sample cell at the focal point. The averaged power of the laser pulses was monitored 

with power meters with an aperture size of 19 mm (Gentec TPM310). Some of the 

transmission measurements were also done by using this thermocouple-type power meter. 

SC spectra were measured with an Ocean Photonics USB4000 spectrometer. 

Using a second femtosecond laser system, major transmission measurements 

were done for water and metal ion solutions using quartz cells through an integrated 

sphere with an aperture size of 20 mm (Hamamatsu A10094-03) attached to a Ge detector 

THORLABS PDA 50B-EC and/or a Si detector THORLABS DET100A/M. As a second 

femtosecond laser system, a Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent: Legend Elite USP-HE 30-35 fs, 

5 kHz, 0.8 mJ/pulse, 1/e2 width of 6.2 mm) was used.[19] The laser beam was reflected 

by wedged plates and the weakened pulse was directed toward the focusing lens. A 

mechanical shutter was placed before the focusing lens and gave a trapezoidal open time 

(a few s) consisting of 13 laser pulses of equal intensity. One of them was picked up to 

measure the pulse intensity. Without the mechanical shutter, the intensities fluctuated at 

times, presumably because the laser light was scattered by the previously formed particles. 
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Treatment of reflection losses of a sample is noted in the text.  

The product NPs were detected by their absorption or scattering spectra, with a 

peak at 405 nm for silver,[5, 20‒23] 532 nm for gold,[4, 5, 8, 24] and 700 nm[12, 13, 25‒

27] for palladium NPs using a Shimadzu UV 3600 spectrophotometer. NPs of Ag and Au 

were confirmed using a JEM-2100F transmission electron microscope (TEM) from JEOL. 

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 0.01M) and 0.5 M 2-propanol were added to 0.05 M 

AgClO4 solution. Solutions of HAuCl4·4H2O 0.5 mM with 0.01 M SDS in H2O were used. 

PdCl2 2.75 mM with 0.055 M HCl in a 3:1 solution of water: ethanol were irradiated 

without SDS. For Fe-complex experiments, 0.1 M potassium 

tris(oxalate)ferrate(III)trihydrate (K3Fe2(C2O4)3•3H2O) (Wako Chemicals) in acidic 

solution was used. 
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3. Results  

 

3.1 Water as a major absorbing species for focused laser pulses and supercontinuum 

generation 

 

Figures 1 a) and b) show transmission arrangements for the absorption 

measurements. When a sample was located at a defocused point as shown Fig. 1 a), the 

ratio of output laser intensity I0 vs. input intensity I0
0, T0

0 = I0/I0
0, was 0.87 for an empty 

1-cm long cell and 0.91 for a water-filled sample. These values are in agreement with the 

observed ones by a spectrophotometer at 800 nm within 0.005 errors. When a water-filled 

sample was set at the focal point at 230 mm as shown Fig.1 b), the transmission light 

intensity I was further decreased. The additional absorption was evaluated by the 

transmission of T = I/I0 (water–filled sample). The typical T value was 0.83 for a 0.9 

J/pulse of the second 30-35-fs-laser system measured by an integrated sphere with a PD. 

The T value of 0.85 was also observed for a 2.9 J/pulse of the first 90-fs-laser system 

measured by a thermocouple detector, with an estimated error of 0.05. About 15% of the 

input energies were additionally absorbed by water by placing the sample at a focal point. 

It is notable that there was no effect of diffraction changes by the nonlinear index in the 

sample on the detector, because the detectors have large apertures of 20 mm for the 

integrated sphere and 19 mm for the thermocouple.  
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Figures 1 a) and b) show the optical arrangements for transmission. a) The sample was 

placed at a defocused position of 245 mm, 15 mm shifted from the focusing point of 230 

mm. b) The sample was placed at the focal point of a lens with a 230 mm focal length. 

The transmitted pulse intensities I0 from a) and I from b) were measured by a PD after an 

integrated sphere. c) Laser spectra from a 1-cm-water-filled sample at a position a) (red) 

and b) (black).  
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The T values can be compared between water itself and sample solutions under 

the same detection system. The T value for water was 0.83 ± 0.01 and the same values 

were observed for the Ag and Au salt solutions, which contained ionic salts and additives 

of SDS 10-2 M. A SDS 10-2 M solution also showed the same T value. The T value 

measurements led to an important conclusion: Water is the major absorbing species and 

the absorption amount was ca. 15%; no appreciable extra absorptions were observed for 

the Ag and Au salts solutions used for the present experiments. Yellow colored solutions 

of Pd and Fe salts showed a difference. They absorbed laser energy more effectively, with 

T values of 0.80 for the Pd and 0.75 for the Fe system. The almost same results were 

obtained for a 2.9 J/pulse of the 90-fs-laser system measured by a thermocouple detector.  

SC was observed under the above irradiation conditions, as shown in Fig. 1 c) at 

3 J with a 90-fs pulse irradiation with and without a 1 cm water sample. The width of 

the laser spectrum at 1% of the peak intensity was 31 nm and a broadening was seen to 

125 nm with water. Asymmetric and anti-storks broadening characteristics in the SC 

spectrum were clearly seen. The component of the SC in the 400-600 nm region was just 

discernible above the background (10-3 of the top); in fact, the SC was visible as a stable 

white light. The SC from water has been studied in detail.[16] and the resulting spectra 

provide a good standard. We realize that the SC spectra in Fig.1 c) indicate that the 

focused laser pulses created a weak plasma state and can be classified into the region 

above the SC threshold, based on the reference,[16] In that investigation, a laser of 170 

fs fwhm, 800 nm, 1/e2 width of 4 mm and focusing lens of 11.9 cm were used to measure 

SC to a low background (<10-6 of the top) level. The width of the laser spectrum at 1% of 

the peak was 40 nm and broadening was seen to 80 nm with water at 2 J. A 6-fold 

broadening from 3000 cm-1 to 1.8×104 cm-1 occurred in a small energy range from 1.8 to 
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2.2 J pulse.[16] The turning energy at 2 J under the conditions used in this previous 

study may be called a threshold. This SC behavior has been explained in terms of the 

mechanism shift to plasma (electron) broadening from molecular n2 broadening, where 

n2 is a nonlinear index.  

 

3.2 Electron formation supported by absorption of femtosecond pulses and 

supercontinuum generation  

 

The absorption measurements and SC generations safely predicted that weak 

plasma states were built up with a high laser intensity. We use values of the electron 

density of 2×1019 cm-3 and a laser intensity of 2×1013 W/cm2 in this paper. Intensity 

evaluation based on geometrically focused conditions would not be applicable, because 

the laser beam would have been deformed by the non-linear index n2. The adopted values 

are based on the paper by Milián et al., [15] who observed 10-40% absorption and 

provided a detailed analysis with an energy of 0.5-5 J of Ti sapphire laser with a 45-fs 

fwhm duration, a beam diameter of 7 mm fwhm (or estimated 1/e2 12 mm) and focus 

length of 8.64 cm. The absorption energies are converted a weak plasma state. The 

electron density can be read as 2×1019 cm-3 in 0.1 mm length from their figures with a 

resulting laser intensity of 2×1013 W/cm2.[15]  

Another support for existing a certain amount density of electrons is SC 

generation. The SC spectrum of anti-Stokes broadening or blue-shift indicates the 

interaction of the light with quasi-free electrons.[16] The interaction of the light with the 

bound electrons of the material can cause only a small, symmetric broadening and no SC. 

A stable SC in these experiments was observed at 3 J as the spectra in Fig. 1c, was 
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observed sporadically at 1.5-2 J, and was never observed visually at 0.4-0.65 J. At 3 

J irradiation, a certain amount of plasma has already been generated based on the anti-

Stokes asymmetric broadening characteristics in Fig. 1 c). In all Ag, Au, and Pd as well 

as Fe systems, SC was observed visually, at 3 J pulses. The SC was seen when the laser 

beam was focused in the water sample according to the arrangement shown in Fig.1 b). 

It is noteworthy that a new, differently colored SC was seen when the cell positions were 

changed ±5 mm; the new SC was assignable to the cell window, but of course, there 

was no SC in the out-of-focus position as in Fig.1 a).  

 

3.3 Nano-Particle formation based on spectral changes 

 

Metal ion systems give spectral changes as shown in Figs. 2 and 4 with a laser 

energy from 0.65 to 3.1 J/pulse, 15-120 min at 3 J/pulse, and 90 min at 6 J/pulse. 

The characteristic absorption with a peak at 405 nm for the Ag system is known as Ag 

surface plasmon resonance (SPR) absorption;[5, 20‒23] therefore, these spectral 

changes are assignable to Ag NP formation. No significant spectral shift was observed 

after a few hours. The NPs had a size of about 20 nm by electron microscopy.  
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Figures 2 a) Absorption changes of Ag NPs formed by irradiating an Ag+ system of 0.05 

M of AgClO4 with 0.01M SDS in H2O with 30-min irradiation at 1 kHz, with the pulse 

energies in units of micro Joules/pulse as indicated. b) Absorption changes of Au NPs 

formed by irradiating an aqueous solution of HAuCl4·4H2O 0.5 mM with 0.01 M SDS in 

H2O, with the pulse energies at 3 J/pulse for the indicated amounts of time. The left gray 

line is the absorption spectrum of the original salt solution. 

 

Absorption changes in the Au system, i.e., difference spectra from the original gray 

color spectrum are shown in Fig. 2 b). The solution color turned wine red and the spectral 

shape with the peak at 532 nm was ascribed to the SPR absorption of Au NPs.[4, 5, 8, 24] 

Suppression of the absorption intensity was seen in the short-wavelength region at 120 

min, and could be explained in terms of the consumption of HAuCl4
 in a fresh sample. 

The amount of suppression was used to estimate the reaction efficiency, as discussed later. 

The absorption intensities increased almost linearly with time. This was also true for the 

case of Ag NPs if the absorbance value was lower than 0.5. The spectral peaks remained 

almost constant, while the peak shifts were observed in SPR absorption of Au NPs under 

high laser intensity conditions.[6, 9, 28] At a few days after irradiation, the color faded 

away and the electron microscope images showed that the Au NPs were about 100 nm in 
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size and composed of an aggregate of small (about 10-nm) NPs.  

 

 

Figure 3 Absorbance values for Ag (squares, 405 nm) and Au (circles, 532 nm) NPs were 

plotted versus the laser pulse energy in both logarithmic scales. The dotted guide line 

represents the absorbance values for Ag NPs.  

 

The peak absorbance values for Ag and Au NPs are plotted in Fig. 3 versus the input 

laser energy. The Ag NP absorption appeared from a laser intensity of even less than 

J/pulse, as shown by the blue squares. A single straight line for the energy dependence 

could not be drawn down to a region with a low intensity of sub-J/pulse. A sudden drop 

resembling threshold behavior was seen in the energy range of sub-J/pulse, where 

absorbance values below the present detection limit are denoted by gray squares. The 

region at left with a gray arrow in Fig. 3 is a region of no NP formation with gray symbols 

with errors of 0.001 in absorbance units. The area on the right with an SC arrow shows 

the region of the stable SC at a pulse energy higher than 3 J/pulse accompanied by NPs. 

Sporadic SC was seen in the region with two bars and no visual SC in the further low 

intensity region. Spark emissions due to OB were visually seen at times in the region of 
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ca. 10 J/pulse. These SC and OB characteristics were not substantially different from 

those in the previous detailed studies, at least in the case of the spectra in Fig. 1c and the 

input energy dependency.[16, 29] The SPR absorption values for Au NPs, indicated by 

the red circles in Fig. 3, were observed within the energy region as the SPR absorptions 

for the Ag NPs. SC generation in a range of 3 J/pulse indicates electrons had already 

generated; therefore, it is reasonable that metal ion reductions leading to NPs occurred. 

On the other hand, the formation of Ag NPs at a laser energy lower than 1 J with a 

duration of 90 fs suggests that esol
- had generated. This is simply due to the SC being too 

weak to be seen visually or to be detected by the present sensitivity. Comments on the 

slope of n are given in section 4.3 of Discussion.  

As shown in Fig. 4, femtosecond pulse irradiation was able to induce an absorption 

spectral change indicating Pd NP formation at a pulse energy of 6 J/pulse. Previously, 

to form Pd NPs with femtosecond laser irradiation,[12, 13] laser pulses with an energy of 

300 J/pulse or higher with a duration of 120-fs were focused by a 200-mm-focal-length 

lens in ethanol. The spectral change in this paper was essentially the same as those 

observed in the formation of Pd NPs by femtosecond and nanosecond laser 

irradiations.[12, 13, 25‒27] The pale yellow solution turned to a solution with a dark spot 

at the laser focal point. The absorption values with a peak at 440 nm were kept constant 

in the figure and the light scattered by the particles increased the absorption intensities at 

all wavelengths other than around the absorption peak.   
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Figure 4 Absorption spectral change by the formation of Pd NPs for a 1 cm path length at 

90 min irradiation, at a pulse energy of 6 J/pulse. A sample solution with 2.75 mM PdCl2 

in 3/1(H2O/EtOH) with 0.055 M HCl was irradiated. 

 

3.4. Consumption efficiencies of metal ions  

The consumption efficiencies of Au complex ions and Pd2+ ions are shown in 

Table 1 with conversion efficiencies for Yb3+ and Fe systems. They were on the order of 

10-3 for the cases considered to involve the solvent ionization mechanism, where reactions 

with eaq
- would be a common primary mechanism.   
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Table 1. Consumption/conversion efficiencies () of metal ions by focused micro-Joule 

femtosecond pulses 

a) Solvents and additives were as described in the text. b) Input pulse energy. c) Laser 

wavelength 0.8 or 1.2 m. d) Mechanisms SI: solvent ionization; TP: two photon 

absorption. e) Ref.[3]. 
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The consumption of metal ions was evaluated from the absorption spectra in Figs. 

4 and 5. The Au NP SPR absorption spectrum at 120 min in Fig. 5, i.e., the top spectrum, 

is distorted in the UV region by consumption of the original absorption spectrum.  

 

Figure 5 Method for estimating the consumption of Au ions due to the formation of NPs. 

Au NPs absorptions are shown after irradiation for 15 min (bottom) and 120 min (middle 

black) from Fig. 2b). The orange monotonous spectra in the UV region (gray) are the 

absorption spectra of the sample before irradiation (the reference solution for two black 

spectra). The 15 min spectrum is normalized to the 120 min one around 530 nm and longer 

as the red spectra. The difference between red and black can be attributed to the 

consumption of the Au ions in the original (orange) solution.   

 

The distortion is ascribed to the consumption of the metal complex ions, as shown 

in Fig. 5. The consumption of AuCl4
− is estimated to be 50%, or 0.25 mM, based on the 

distortion or decrease at 310 nm from the original Au ion solution in Fig. 5. The 

consumption efficiency  of 0.7×10-3 was calculated as follows. The disappeared Au 

complex ions of 1.0×10-7 mol (0.25 mM of 0.4 cm3) are divided by the input photon mol 

(Einstein) of 1.44×10-4. The input laser energy was 21.6 J by 3 J/pulse for 120 min at 1 
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kHz, at a photon mol corresponding to 1.44×10-4 Einstein.  

For the Pd NPs, the efficiency was 0.7×10-3
 using the spectra in Fig. 4. The 

consumption of Pd ions was estimated to be 0.09 in absorbance, corresponding to 3.9×10-

4 M (1.57×10-8 mol) at the absorption of Pd ions around 440 nm, where the absorption 

values were cancelled by the scattered intensity of the Pd NP. The consumption mol 

1.57×10-7 mol was 2.16 ×10-4 Einstein (6 J/pulse for 90 min), yielding an efficiency of 

0.7×10-3. The  values have in one significant figure; therefore, the surface reflection 

losses (about 4%) were not included in the above calculations. It may be noted that the 

efficiency here is the ratio of the product ion number vs. the input photon number and is 

different from “quantum yield”, which is usually used in one-photon-photochemistry.  
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4.  Discussion 

 

4.1. Reduction by esol
− as a major Au0 formation route and quenching of esol

− by dense 

esol
− and OH• leading to a low efficiency 

 

Irradiation of aqueous [AuCl4
−] solution using short and focused laser pulses would 

include the following reactions as the primary processes. The most significant Au0 

formation reaction will be shown reduction by esol
− in (5).  

 

H2O + nhν →H2O
+ + e− →H2O

+ + esol
− ⇌ H2O          (1), 

H2O + nhν → OH•+H• ⇌ H2O                       (2), 

[AuCl4
−] + nhν → Au0 + 3Cl•+ Cl−                   (3), 

[AuCl4
−] + 3H• → Au0 + 3HCl+ Cl−                  (4), 

[AuCl4
−] + 3esol

− → Au0 + 4Cl−                      (5), 

H• + H2O→ H3O
+ + esol

−                           (6),  

esol
−+ esol

− → H2+ OH−                             (7),  

esol
−+ OH• → OH−                                (8),  

esol
−+ O2→O2

−                                    (9). 

    

The five Reactions (1)–(5) are quoted from [8] and Reaction (6) between H• and H2O 

is another formation esol
−process, which has been proposed in experiments of multiphoton 

ionization of water.[30] Intense laser pulses with a short duration can ionize and 

dissociate water molecules by multiphoton excitation, ionization, and dissociation of 

water and give hydrated electrons (eaq
-), hydronium cations and hydroxyl radicals through 
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Reaction (1), (2), and (6),[30−32] followed by the reduction by electrons to Au atom in 

(5). The Au0 formation reaction (4) would be unlikely, because the rate of H• reactions in 

(6) will be so high that the diffusion reaction between [AuCl4
−] and H• would not 

overcome the H• quenching reaction (6). The direct atomization by multi-photon 

absorption in (3) was not suggested to be a major mechanism.[8] In fact, there were no 

signs of atomization Reaction (3) based on the absorption experiments in section 3.1 of 

Results, because there was no enhanced absorption by AuCl4
−. Above all, the major Au0 

would be formed with the esol
− reduction in the reaction (5). 

To discuss the low reduction efficiencies, three quenching reactions of esol
− (7), (8), 

and (9) are added. The weak plasma states are created in the present experiments in a very 

small volume; in other words, the concentrations of electrons and radicals immediately 

after excitation are so high that a rapid electron annihilation (7) and reaction with OH• 

(8) presumably occur.  

The formation yield of esol
− is 0.11 at 282 nm multiphoton excitation.[32] After the 

ionization water, several relaxation stages and recombination processes are required for 

the formation of esol
− in Reaction (1).[30−33] Since the generation of SC is an event 

within the excitation laser pulse, the relaxation and recombination stages occur after the 

SC generation. Two relaxation times (180 and 540 fs) and the recombination to H2O, the 

so-called geminate recombination (tens picoseconds), have been reported.[30−33] The 

hydrated electrons react with AuCl4
− with a high reaction rate constant of 6.1×1010 M-1s-

1,[34] which can be classified as a diffusion controlled reaction, kdiff.[35] The diffusion 

events occur in a few tens nanosecond scale (r ) for the case of the 0.5 mM Au complex 

ion system (r =kdiff × [AuCl4
−]=3.1×107s-1 or the reaction time of 32 ns). 

The esol
-+ esol

- annihilation in (7) is a second-order reaction and is expected to occur 

http://ejje.weblio.jp/content/atomization
http://ejje.weblio.jp/content/atomization
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in several tens nanoseconds. We adopted the electron density (electrons before relaxation 

stages) as 2×1019 cm-3 from Milián’s analysis.[15] Assuming that 11% of the dry electrons 

survive as esol
-, we estimated the concentration of [esol

−] ~3×10-3 M. The initial esol
- could 

decrease to half in about 60 ns using the bimolecular rate constant of 5.5×109 M-1s-1.[35] 

The reaction between esol
− and OH• in (8) would more efficiently quench esol

− than that 

the annihilation (7). In addition to a high reaction rate constant in (8), a high concentration 

of the OH• radical is expected under the present conditions. The OH• radical in (8) will 

be generated through (2), after the initial dissociation with a yield of 0.74 [31] and 

recombination. The concentration of the OH• radical could be 10-2 M, and then the 

quenching time using the reaction rate in (8) of 3.0×1010 M-1s-1 [35] would be 3 ns; this 

is about 10 times more efficient than the reaction of esol
− and AuCl4

− in (5). These two 

quenching reactions (7) and (8) would be formidable competing reactions to form Au0 

with the reaction (5). Reaction (9) is a lifetime-determination-process of esol
- in air 

saturated water. It is a slow process and can be neglected, but dissolved oxygen would 

quench esol
- by esol

− + O2 →
 O2

- with 1.9×1010 M-1s-1,[12] which is an event occurring in 

200 ns, based on [O2]~2.8×10-4 M in an air saturated solution.  

On the basis of the above considerations, an efficiency of 10-3 is expected for the 

femtosecond reductions. The efficiency () is proportional to (absorbed photons)×(5-

photon excitation)×(esol
− yield)×(esol

− survival efficiency overcoming (7) and (8) ) and 

×(reaction (5)). Adopting the actually absorbed pulse energy of 15% and 11% of esol
- 

yield,[32] under the assumption that all absorbed energy is used to excite or ionize water 

molecules,  should be 0.15 (absorbed photons) ×1/5(5-photon abs.)×0.11(esol
− 

yield)×(esol
− survival)×(reaction (5)) =3.7×10-3 ×(esol

− survival)×(reaction (5)). The 

survival efficiency of esol
− and the followed by reaction (5) could reach the observed order 
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of 10-3. In conclusion, the conditions under focused femtosecond pulses create high 

concentrations of esol
− and OH• radical. The annihilation reaction (7) and the quenching 

reaction by OH• (8) would give an efficiency on the order of 10-3. The above discussion 

would be applicable for the ions treated by the authors, Eu3+, Yb3+, Sm3+, Ag+, Pd2+, and 

Fe(C2O4)3
3−. Reactions of metal ions with eaq

- have been commonly involved with 

diffusion controlled rate constants.[35−37] 
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4.2. Reasonable multiphoton absorption cross sections  

 

It will be shown that the ratio of multiphoton absorption cross sections (n)/(n-1) 

are in a reasonable range. The values (n)/(n-1) are 10-34 for a general case [38] and 10-32 

for 2-4 photon absorption in p-terphenyl.[39] The following two relations are adopted for 

the discussion of (n)/(n-1) based on our observations.  

 

(5) I4[H2O] >(3) I2[AuCl4
−]                       (10), 

(5) I4[H2O] ≥ (2) I[PdCl2]                        (11), 

 

where (n) is an nth-order multiphoton absorption cross section, I is a laser intensity, and 

[M-complex] is a solute concentration. The absorption measurements described in section 

3.1 of Results indicate that water plays a major role under focused conditions. The 

solutions here contain Ag+, AuCl4
−

, SDS, Mn+(H2O)m, X−, where M is metal, and X is 

ClO4 and Cl, and are practically transparent at the laser wavelength of 800 nm. They did 

not show extra absorption at the concentrations used here. The laser intensity I is adopted 

to be 2×1013 Wcm-2 by comparing the present water absorption with the values reported 

in the literature.[15] Under self-focusing conditions, a simple uniform focusing method 

can no longer be applied for the evaluation of laser intensity. Self-focusing conditions 

induce pulse shape changing and intensity clamping; therefore, the laser intensity reaches 

and/or cannot exceed this value, where the non-linear absorption is expected. A 

mechanism of multi-photon absorption of water is adopted here, though tunneling 

ionization may have started.[15] 

Inequality (10) reflects the following observations. Water absorbed at about 15% 
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of input laser energy and five-photon absorption are required to overcome the water 

ionization potential of 6.5 eV.[40] Three-photon absorption can reach an excited state of 

AuCl4
−, but its solution did not show an extra decrease in laser energy. Inequality (11) 

indicates that there is 3% extra absorption in PdCl2 solution vs. 15% extra absorption by 

water. Inequality (10) gives (5)/(3) >10-69; vs. the predicted values of (5)/(3) are 10-64, 

[39]10-68 [38] from the extension of (n)/(n-1) in the literature. In (11) (5)/(2) ≥ 10-99 vs. 

the predictions of 10-96,[39] 10-102.[38] The ratios of cross section values are close to the 

order of predicted values. 

 

4.3. Extra absorption by Fe and Pd systems, but not by SDS 

  

Extra absorptions were seen for the yellow colored solutions of Pd and Fe salts; 

the extra absorption was 3% for the Pd sample and about 10% for the Fe system, when 

water absorbs laser energy of 15% as described in section 3.1 of Results. For the case of 

the Fe complex, the additional absorptions are assigned to two-photon absorptions and 

the excited state of the Fe complex is photochemically active as discussed.[3] The PdCl2 

solution has a d-d transition of Pd2+ around 400 nm as seen in Fig. 4 and the additional 

absorptions would be due to two-photon absorption to this absorption; however, this band 

is known to be inactive for NP formation by one-photon direct photo-excitation.[25] 

SDS (10-2 M) was used for the Ag and Au NPs experiments but not for the Pd 

system. The absorption peak and intensities of NPs were kept almost constant for more 

than several hours with SDS. Though Ag and Au NPs were observed without SDS, their 

spectral reproducibility was poor. The SDS might have been ionized to some extent by 

the femtosecond laser pulses, but the contribution to the metal ion reduction would be 
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much smaller than those of water itself. No additional absorption was observed in SDS 

(10-2 M) solution and in Ag and Au salt solutions with SDS, in the focused beam 

experiments described in section 3.1 of Results. It may be notable that Au NPs were 

synthesized at a low intensity femtosecond laser pulse and the formation was suggested 

to be mediated by four-photon ionization of a surfactant chitosan.[7] 

 

4.4. Comments on the slope of n and SC at a low intensity  

 

The slopes of 2-5 for the Ag and Au NPs were observed and are presented in Fig. 

3. Although the results suggested that we were observing nonlinear processes at least, 

these slopes cannot be definitively defined as s n-th processes. The slope of n for the n-

order process is meaningful when the laser beam is geometrically focused without any 

deformation either geometrically and temporally. On the basis of water absorption and 

SC generation, the laser intensity at 3 J with a duration of 90 fs was estimated to be 2×

1013 Wcm-2, where intensity clamping and re-focusing of the laser pulse were going on. 

The slope of n for the n-order multiphoton processes as a function of the laser energy 

tends to give a value lower than the real n-th order processes in a high intensity laser 

energy. Characteristic changes in the slope are observed for the case of N2 ionization 

experiments.[41] Similar changes even in the photochemistry of organic molecules in 

solution were observed, where the turning intensity was estimated to be 1×1013 Wcm-

2.[42] We have previously observed a slope of 1.5-1.9 for reduction of metal ions by a 

femtosecond laser.[3] Those experiments were done under laser intensities accompanied 

by SC generation. Unfortunately, the observed n-th slopes cannot cut into the present 

mechanisms.  
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5. Conclusions 

 

Metal ions in solution can be reduced finally reaching NPs for Ag, Au, and Pd ion 

systems, when femtosecond laser pulses are focused to an intensity level being 

accompanied by supercontinuum (SC) generation. The formation of NPs was observed 

by pulses with micro-Joule energy, which to our knowledge is the lowest energy yet used 

for this purpose. That was just around a threshold of SC generation and well below a 

condition accompanied by the strong optical breakdown (SOB). To understand the metal 

ion reduction mechanisms, the following points in the Introduction have been made clear.  

i) The major absorbing species is water in transparent samples including AuCl4
− 

solution. The absorption amount reached 15% under focused femtosecond laser pulse 

conditions, where stable SC generation is seen and strong optical breakdown is not seen. 

The absence of multiphoton absorption indicates that Ag Au and Pd reduction leading to 

NPs were observed without atomization of metal ionic species and/or surfactant (SDS) 

ionization.  

ii) Consumption efficiencies () of metal ion from incident photons for Au and Pd 

ion systems and previous studies of conversion efficiencies for Yb and Fe systems are on 

the order of 10-3 by focused micro-Joule femtosecond pulses.  

iii) We eventually found rather low efficiencies. The competing quenching reactions 

were suggested to be electron−electron and electron−OH• reactions. These quenching 

reactions would be caused by special conditions; the reductions would occur in a small 

volume by focused femtosecond laser pulses, which generates weak plasma states in a 

small volume. High concentrations of electrons and OH• radicals co-exist.  
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